House Rules
June 2020

If you are feeling sick, have a fever and/or cold symptoms, please come back when you are well.

- Hours of operation: 10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. (Entrance closes at 2:30 p.m.)
- Face covering required in the zoo. (Not required for children under 5 years old or for people with prohibitive health conditions.)
- Please practice social distancing while in the zoo. (Spread Aloha not germs.)
- Please do not enter any closed or restricted area.
- Please follow directional markings and instructional signage.
- Please do not touch any glass surfaces.

**ZOONOTIC RISK AREAS (PRIMATES AND CATS):**

- Baboon
- Cheetah
- Chimpanzee
- Golden Lion Tamarin
- Lion
- Monkey Islands
- Orangutan
- Tiger

COVID-19 is a zoonotic disease that may be transmitted from people to animals such as primates (monkeys and apes) and cats.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), COVID-19 may be spread to animals through respiratory droplets from coughing, sneezing, or talking. People may be able to spread the virus to animals while asymptomatic or before they feel sick.

Please help keep our animals healthy by respecting the barriers and boundaries around our primate and big cat areas.

Please do not share food or any other items with them, and wear a face covering at all times.

**CLOSED AREAS:**

- Playground/Play Apparatus
- Manyara Bird Sanctuary (Walk-in Aviary in Savanna)
- Keiki Zoo
- Hippo Sculpture
- All water fountains

**PLANTATION CAFE:**

- Bottled water, soft drinks, food and snacks available for purchase.

**RESTROOMS:**

- Near Hippo Sculpture (by Monsarrat Gate)
- In Arusha Town in Savanna
- Next to Plantation Café Concession

**HAND WASH STATIONS/SANITIZERS:**

- Various locations throughout the zoo.
(No soap at sinks due to environmental compliance. Sanitizing stands located near each sink.)

**FACE COVERINGS NOT REQUIRED-AREAS:**

- Triangle Lawn
- Stage Lawn
- Picnic Lawn

Thank you for your cooperation and support!